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The quantitative relation between transcription factor concentrations and the rate of protein production from downstream genes is central to the function of genetic networks. Here we show that this relation, which we call the gene regulation function (GRF), fluctuates dynamically in individual living cells, thereby limiting the accuracy with which transcriptional genetic circuits can transfer signals. Using fluorescent reporter genes and fusion proteins, we characterized the bacteriophage lambda promoter P_R in Escherichia coli. A novel technique based on binomial errors in protein partitioning enabled calibration of in vivo biochemical parameters in molecular units. We found that protein production rates fluctuate over a time scale of about one cell cycle, while intrinsic noise decays rapidly. Thus, biochemical parameters, noise, and slowly varying cellular states together determine the effective single-cell GRF. These results can form a basis for quantitative modeling of natural gene circuits and for design of synthetic ones.

The operation of transcriptional genetic circuits (1–5) is based on the control of promoters by transcription factors. The GRF is the relation between the concentration of active transcription factors in a cell and the rate at which their downstream gene products are produced (expressed) through transcription and translation. The GRF is typically represented as a continuous graph, with the active transcription factor concentration on the x axis and the rate of production of its target gene on the y axis (Fig. 1A). The shape of this function, e.g., the characteristic level of repressor that induces a given response, and the sharpness, or nonlinearity, of this response (1) determine key features of cellular behavior such as lysogeny switching (2), developmental cell-fate decisions (6), and oscillation (7). Its properties are also crucial for the design of synthetic genetic networks (7–11). Current models estimate GRFs from in vitro data (12, 13). However, biochemical parameters are generally unknown in vivo and could depend on the environment (12) or cell history (14, 15). Moreover, gene regulation may vary from cell to cell or over time. Three fundamental aspects of the GRF specify the behavior of transcriptional circuits at the single-cell level: its mean shape (averaged over many cells), the typical deviation from this mean, and the time scale over which such fluctuations persist. Although fast fluctuations should average out quickly, slow ones may introduce errors in the operation of genetic circuits and may pose a fundamental limit on their accuracy. In order to address all three aspects, it is necessary to observe gene regulation in individual cells over time.

Therefore, we built "λ-cascade" strains of Escherichia coli, containing the λ repressor and a downstream gene, such that both the amount of the repressor protein and the rate of expression of its target gene could be monitored simultaneously in individual cells (Fig. 1B). These strains incorporate a yellow fluorescent repressor fusion protein (cl-yfp) and a chromosomally integrated target promoter (P_R) controlling cyan fluorescent protein (cfp). In order to systematically vary repressor concentration over its functional range (in logarithmic steps), we devised a "regulator dilution" method. Repressor production is switched off in a growing cell, so that its concentration subsequently decreases by dilution as the cell divides and grows into a microcolony (Fig. 1C). We used fluorescence time-lapse microscopy (Fig. 1D; fig. S1 and movies S1 and S2) and computational image analysis to reconstruct the lineage tree (family tree) of descent and sibling relations among the cells in each microcolony (fig. S4).
S2). For each cell lineage, we quantified over time the level of repressor (x axis of the GRF) and the total amount of CFP protein (Fig. 2A). From the change in CFP over time, we calculated its rate of production (y axis of the GRF) (16).

Regulator dilution also provides a natural in vivo calibration of individual protein fluorescence. Using the lineage tree and fluorescence data, we analyzed sister cell pairs just after division (Fig. 2B). The partitioning of CI-YFP fluorescence to daughter cells obeyed a binomial distribution, consistent with an equal probability of having each fluorescent protein molecule go to either daughter (16). Consequently, the root-mean-square error in CI-YFP partitioning between daughters increases as the square root of their total CI-YFP fluorescence. Using a one-parameter fit, we estimated the fluorescence signal of individual CI-YFP molecules (Fig. 2B and supporting online material). Thus, despite cellular autofluorescence that prohibits detection of individual CI-YFP molecules, observation of partitioning errors still permits calibration in terms of apparent numbers of molecules per cell.

The mean GRFs obtained by these techniques are shown in Fig. 3A for the P_R promoters and a point mutant variant (fig. S3). These are the mean functions, obtained by averaging individual data points (Fig. 3B) in bins of similar repressor concentration, indicating the average protein production rate at a given repressor concentration. Their cooperative nature would have been “smear out” by population averages (6, 17, 18).

These mean GRF data provide in vivo values of the biochemical parameters underlying transcriptional regulation. Hill functions of the form \( f(R) = \beta [1 + (R/k_d)^n] \) are often used to represent unknown regulation functions (1, 6–10). Here, \( k_d \) is the concentration of repressor yielding half-maximal production, \( n \) indicates the degree of effective cooperativity in repression, and \( \beta \) is the maximal production rate. Hill functions indeed fit the data well (Fig. 3A and Table 1). The measured in vivo \( k_d \) is comparable to previous estimates (2, 12, 13, 19) (see supporting online text).

The significant cooperativity observed \( (n = 1) \) may result from dimerization of repressor molecules and cooperative interactions between repressors bound at neighboring sites (2, 12, 13, 19, 20). A point mutation in the O_{20} operator, O_{20}^* (20) (fig. S3), significantly reduced \( n \) and increased \( k_d \) (Fig. 3A and Table 1). Note that with similar methods it is even possible to measure effective cooperativity \( (n) \) for native repressors without fluorescent protein fusions (16).

We next addressed deviations from the mean GRF. At a given repressor concentration, the standard deviation of production rates is \(~55%\) of the mean GRF value. Such variation may arise from microenvironmental differences (21), cell cycle–dependent changes in gene copy number, and various sources of noise in gene expression and other cellular processes (22). We compared microcolonies in which induction occurs at different cell densities (16). The results suggested that the measured GRF is robust to possible differences among the growth environments in our experiments (fig. S6). We analyzed the effect of gene copy number, which varies twofold over the cell cycle as DNA replicates. The CFP production rate correlated strongly with cell-cycle phase; cells about to divide produced on average twice as much protein per unit of time as newly divided cells (16). Thus, gene dosage is not compensated. Nevertheless, after normalizing production rates to the average cell-cycle phase (16), substantial variation still remains in the production rates, and their standard deviation is \(~40\%) of the mean GRF (Fig. 3). These deviations from the mean GRF show a log-normal distribution (see supporting online text and fig. S5).

These remaining fluctuations may arise from processes intrinsic or extrinsic to gene expression. Intrinsic noise results from stochasticity in the biochemical reactions at an individual gene and would cause identical copies of a gene to express at different levels. It can be measured by comparing expression of two identically regulated fluorescent proteins (22). Extrinsic noise is the additional variation originating from fluctuations in cellular components such as metabolites, ribosomes, and polymers and has a global effect (22, 23). Extrinsic noise is often the dominant source of variation in E. coli and Saccharomyces cerevisiae (22, 24).

To test whether fluctuations were of intrinsic or extrinsic origin, we used a “symmetric branch” strain (16) that produced CFP and YFP from an identical pair of P_R promoters (Fig. 4D, movie S3). The difference between CFP and YFP production rates in these cells indicates \(~20\%) intrinsic noise in protein production [averaged over 8- to 9-min intervals (16)], suggesting that the extrinsic component of noise is dominant and contributes a variation in protein production rates of \(~35\%).

Our measurements provide more detailed analysis of extrinsic noise in two ways. First, in previous work (22), extrinsic noise included fluctuations in upstream cellular components, including both gene-specific and global factors. Here, we quantify the extrinsic noise at known repressor concentration, and so extrinsic noise encompasses fluctuations in global cellular components such as polymerases or...
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Fig. 3. The GRF and its fluctuations. (A) The mean regulation function of the wild-type λ-phage PR promoter (blue squares) and its O2∗-mutated variant (O2∗, orange circles) are plotted with their respective standard deviations (dashed/dotted lines). Hill function approximations (using parameters from Table 1) are shown (solid lines). (B) Variation in the O2∗-GRF. Individual points indicate the instantaneous production rate of CFP, as a function of the amount of CI-YFP in the same cell, for all cells in a microcolony of the O2∗-λ-cascade strain. The time courses of selected lineages in this microcolony are drawn on top of the data, showing slow fluctuations around the mean GRF. CI-YFP concentration decreases with time, and consecutive data points along a trajectory are at 9-min intervals. Typical measurement errors (black crosses) are shown for a few points. Data are compensated for cell cycle–related effects (16).

Table 1. In vivo values of effective biochemical parameters. Molecular units are estimated using binomial errors in protein partitioning (16) (Fig. 2B), which may have systematic errors up to a factor ~2. Concentrations are calculated from apparent molecule numbers divided by cell volumes estimated from cell images (16), with an average volume of 1.5 ± 0.5 μm³ (for which 1 nM = 0.9 molecule/cell).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>PR</th>
<th>PK (O2∗)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n (degree of cooperativity in repression)</td>
<td>2.4 ± 0.3</td>
<td>1.7 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k½ [concentration of repressor yielding half-maximal expression (nM)]</td>
<td>55 ± 10</td>
<td>120 ± 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β [unrepressed production]</td>
<td>220 ± 15</td>
<td>255 ± 40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

magnitude of \( \tau_{corr} \) compared with the cell cycle period is crucial: Fluctuations longer than the cell cycle accumulate to produce significant effects, whereas more rapid fluctuations may “average out” as cellular circuits operate (27, 28). In these data, three types of dynamics are observed (Fig. 4, A to C): Fast fluctuations, periodic cell-cycle oscillations due to DNA replication, and aperiodic fluctuations with a time scale of about one cell cycle.

We found that the trajectories of single-cell lineages departed substantially from the mean GRF over relatively long periods (Fig. 3B), with \( \tau_{corr} = 40 ± 10 \) min (Fig. 4E). This value is close to the cell cycle period, \( \tau_{cc} = 45 ± 10 \) min, indicating that, overall, fluctuations typically persist for one cell cycle. Therefore, if a cell produces CFP at a faster rate than the mean GRF, this overexpression will likely continue for roughly one cell cycle, and CFP levels will accumulate to higher concentrations than the mean GRF would predict.

Fig. 4. Fluctuations in gene regulation. (Left) Three types of variability observed here. (A) Fast fluctuations in CFP production, similar to those produced by intrinsic noise. (B) Periodic, cell cycle–dependent oscillations in CFP production, which can result from DNA replication. (C) Slow aperiodic fluctuations, such as extrinsic fluctuations in gene expression. (D) Intrinsic and extrinsic noise can be discriminated using a symmetric-branch strain (16) of E. coli, containing identical, chromosomally integrated λ-phage PR promoters controlling cfp and yfp genes. The strain also expresses nonfluorescent CI-YFP from a Tet-regulated promoter. (E) The autocorrelation function of the relative production rates in the λ-cascade strains (blue squares) shows that the time scale for fluctuations in protein production is \( \tau_{corr} \sim 40 \) min (blue). The difference between production rates of YFP and CFP in the symmetric branch strain has a correlation time of \( \tau_{extrinsic} < 10 \) min (red). The data and correlations presented are corrected for cell cycle–related effects (16).

ribosomes but not in the concentration of the repressor, CI. Second, dynamic observationspermit us to measure extrinsic noise in the rate of protein expression rather than in the amount of accumulated protein. The present breakdown should be more useful for modeling and design of genetic networks.

In cells, fast and slow fluctuations can affect the operation of genetic networks in different ways. Previous experiments (22, 24–26) used static “snapshots” to quantify noise at steady state and were thus unable to access the temporal dynamics of gene expression. However, a similar steady-state distribution of expression levels can be reached by fluctuations on very different time scales (Fig. 4). Fluctuations can be characterized by their autocorrelation time, \( \tau_{corr} \) (16). The
In contrast, the autocorrelation of the intrinsic noise (16) decays rapidly: \( \tau_{\text{intrinsic}} < 10 \text{ min} \ll \tau_{\text{corr}} \) (Fig. 4E). Thus, the observed slow fluctuations do not result from intrinsic noise; they represent noise extrinsic to CFP expression (see supporting online text). The concentration of a stable cellular factor would be expected to fluctuate with a time scale of the cell cycle period (7, 10). For instance, even though intrinsic fluctuations in production rates are fast, the difference between the total amounts of YFP and CFP in the symmetric branch experiments has an autocorrelation time of \( \tau_{\text{total}} = 45 \pm 5 \text{ min} \) (16). A similar time scale may well apply to other stable cellular components such as ribosomes, metabolic apparatus, and sigma factors. As such components affect their own expression as well as that of our test genes, intrinsic noise may be self-perpetuating.

These data indicate that the single-cell GRF cannot be represented by a single-valued function. Slow extrinsic fluctuations give the noise may be self-perpetuating. Such components affect their own expression as well as that of our test genes, intrinsic noise may be self-perpetuating.

The genetic program of a living cell is determined by a complex web of gene networks. The proper execution of this program relies on faithful signal propagation from one gene to the next. This process may be hindered by stochastic fluctuations arising from gene expression, because some of the components in these circuits are present at low numbers, which makes fluctuations in concentrations unavoidable (1). Additionally, reaction rates can fluctuate because of stochastic variation in the global pool of housekeeping genes or because of fluctuations in environmental conditions that affect all genes. For example, fluctuations in the number of available polymerases or in any factor that alters the cell growth rate will change the reaction rates for all genes. Recent experimental studies (2–5) have made substantial progress identifying the factors that determine the fluctuations in the expression of a single gene. However, how expression fluctuations propagate from one gene to the next is largely unknown. To address this issue, we designed a gene network (Fig. 1A) in which the interactions between adjacent genes could be externally controlled and quantified at the single-cell level.

This synthetic network (6) consisted of four genes, of which three were monitored in single Escherichia coli cells by cyan, yellow, and red fluorescent proteins (CFP, YFP, and RFP). The first gene, lacI, is constitutively transcribed and codes for the lactose repressor, which down-regulates the transcription of the second gene, tetR, that is bicistronically transcribed with cfp. The gene product of tetR, the tetracycline repressor, in turn down-regulates the transcription of the third gene, reported by YFP. The fourth gene, rfp, is under
Supporting Online Material:

Materials and Methods

Strain construction: The CI-YFP fusion protein (Fig. 1B) was constructed by PCR, and contained the entire coding sequence of the wild-type cl gene fused directly to the coding sequence of the yfp gene (from pDH5 plasmid, University of Washington Yeast Resource Center). The cl-yfp gene was expressed from the tightly regulated P_LtetO-1 promoter on the pZS21 plasmid (1), which is stable and difficult to cure. Integration of CFP with the P_R promoter was performed as previously described (2). Since the cfp gene is chromosomally integrated, and the repressor concentration is independently measured, the results are not affected by possible variations in plasmid copy number or plasmid loss after the end of induction of cl-yfp expression. Full induction of cl-yfp expression by anhydrotetracycline (aTc) was sufficient to repress CFP production in the λ-cascade strain to undetectable levels. When not induced, the cl-yfp plasmid had no effect on CFP expression. Thus, the strain allows exploration of the full dynamic range of CFP regulation.

The O_R2*-λ-cascade strain (Fig. S3) was constructed by site-directed mutagenesis of the P_R promoter (Stratagene QuikChange Kit) with the following primers:

5′-GGATAATACCAAGGTGCTGTCGCTGTGACTATTATCTCTGG  and  
5′-CCAGAGGTTAAAATAGTCAACAGACGATTTAGATAT-TTATCC.

This created a mutation which was previously designated as ‘VN’ (3). The underlined portion of the primers represents O_R2 and the bold nucleotide is the site of the point mutation that changes a G to a T. The ‘symmetric branch’ strain (Fig. 4D) was strain MRR containing plasmid pZS21-clYFP-Y66F. MRR contains CFP and YFP at separate, but equivalent, loci, approximately equidistant from the origin of replication, each under wild-type P_R promoters (2). Plasmid pZS21-clYFP-Y66F was identical to pZS21-clYFP, except that site-directed mutagenesis was used to introduce a single point mutation converting the tyrosine at YFP position 66 (in the YFP chromophore) to phenyalanine, thereby eliminating repressor fluorescence.

Experimental procedure and image acquisition: Cultures were grown overnight in LB + 15 µg/mL kanamycin at 37°C from single colonies, and diluted 1:100 in MSC media (M9 minimal medium + 0.6% succinate + 0.01% casamino acids + 0.15 µg/mL biotin + 1.5 µM thiamine). Cultures were grown to OD_600~0.1 at 32°C, and then induced if necessary. Induction consisted of adding aTc to a final concentration of 100 ng/mL for ~3 minutes at ambient temperature, followed by 2 washes with MSC to remove aTc (Fig. 1C). Cells were allowed to grow until just prior to the production of the CI-repressed gene(s), then diluted to give ~1 cell per visual field when placed between a coverslip and 1.5% low melt MSC agarose. Growth of microcolonies was observed by fluorescence microscopy at 32°C using a Leica DMIRB/E automated fluorescence microscope (Fig. 1D and Fig. S1). Cell-cycle period (doubling time) was 45±10 min for all strains. Custom Visual Basic software was written to control the microscope and related equipment (Ludl motorized stage and Hamamatsu Orca II CCD camera), via ImagePro Plus and ScopePro packages (Media Cybernetics). In most cases, multiple fields of view were recorded simultaneously (in a loop). Typical intervals between subsequent exposures were 8–9 minutes. In the lambda-cascade strains, YFP fluorescence images were acquired only on alternate frames to reduce photo-bleaching. In the symmetric branch strains, YFP images were taken every frame.
Cellular fluorescence values at time intervals when no CFP or CI-YFP molecules are produced (Fig. 2A) are consistent with negligible rates of protein degradation and photo-bleaching. This was confirmed by separate series of control experiments (data not shown). CI-YFP levels were diluted by cell growth (4) (see also ‘Math primer’, in downloadable data at http://www.weizmann.ac.il/mcb/UriAlon).

Image analysis and data acquisition: Custom software was developed using MATLAB (The Mathworks, Inc.) to analyze time-lapse movie data. Analysis proceeds in several stages: First, segmentation of the microcolony was automatically performed on phase-contrast images (Fig. 1D, Fig. S1 and Fig. S4). The quality of the segmentation was checked interactively for each frame and poorly segmented cells were corrected or discarded. A custom tracking algorithm was then applied to the time series of segmented images to obtain a time course for each cell and its descendant lineages. This tracking analysis was also checked manually. Together, these procedures resulted in a lineage tree of the microcolony (Fig. S2) containing fluorescence information at each time-point (Fig. 2A).

Background and cellular auto-fluorescence values were subtracted from each channel and crosstalk from the cyan channel into the yellow channel was corrected for. The segmented image was used to collect the data from the fluorescence images, and the area of each cell at each time point was recorded as the number of pixels in the segmented cell region. The sum of the fluorescence intensity of these pixels was recorded in cyan (C) and yellow (Y) fluorescence channels (Fig 2A). In addition, the cell length (l, typical values are 3~4 microns) and width (w, narrowly distributed around 0.75 microns) were recorded, and cell volume calculated by modeling the cell as a cigar-shape cylinder of length (l-w) and radius (w/2), capped by two hemispheres of radius (w/2). Cell volumes typically varied from 1~2 µm³ to 2~3 µm³.

Calibration by binomial errors in protein partitioning: In cell division events, a difference is observed between the fluorescence levels of the two daughter cells (Fig. 2A). We measured the total fluorescence of each of the two daughters after division, rescaled them to units of apparent number of molecules (see below), and calculated their sum and their difference (Fig. 2B). We compared the measured differences between the two daughter cells with a random, binomially generated daughter set. This set was sampled using an even binomial distribution from the measured sum of the two daughters. A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test implied that the daughter distribution was consistent with the binomial virtual daughter set, with a significance level of 80%. Thus, fluorescence partitioning during cell division appears binomial. According to the binomial model, the average number of particles received by each daughter (denoted by \( N_1 \) and \( N_2 \), such that \( N_1+N_2=N_{\text{tot}} \)) is half the number of particles in the parent, \( <N_i>=N_{\text{tot}}/2 \), and their standard deviation is \( \sigma_p = \sqrt{\frac{N_{\text{tot}}}{4}} \). To a first approximation, we assume that all repressors occur in the cells as dimers, since cl is expected to dimerize in the range of concentrations used for induction (5) with a dissociation constant of ~10nM (6, 7). Let \( v_y \) denote the CI-YFP fluorescence intensity reading given by one CI-YFP dimer in a cell, such that the measured fluorescence value is \( Y_i=v_y\cdot N_i \). We expect that
\[
\sqrt{\frac{(Y_1 - Y_2)^2}{2}} = \sqrt{\frac{(Y_1 - Y_1 + Y_2)^2}{2}} = \sqrt{\left(v_y \cdot N_1 - \frac{v_y \cdot N_{tot}}{2}\right)^2} = v_y \cdot \sqrt{\frac{(N_1 - N_{tot})^2}{2}} \equiv v_y \cdot \sigma_D
\]

and using the result for \(\sigma_D\) gives
\[
\sqrt{\frac{(Y_1 - Y_2)^2}{2}} = v_y \cdot \sigma_D = v_y \cdot \sqrt{\frac{N_{tot}}{2}} = \sqrt{v_y \cdot \frac{Y_1 + Y_2}{2}}.
\]

We grouped the individual division events according to total fluorescence (using an equal number of data points per bin), and calculated, for each group, the RMS difference in fluorescence between two daughters (Fig. 2B). We fit these points to \(\sqrt{v_y \cdot \frac{Y_1 + Y_2}{2}}\) with the single free parameter \(v_y\), and so could convert the data to \(N_1\) and \(N_2\). Our results strongly suggest that the fluorescent units do indeed distribute according to a binomial distribution (Fig. 2B), although for larger numbers of molecules the standard deviation grows faster than a square root. This discrepancy may be due to multimerization into octamers (8) and larger aggregates, as well as other sources of measurement error, which would be expected to grow linearly. Apparent fluorescence of a CI-YFP monomer is found by dividing \(v_y\) by 2. A strain that produces CFP and YFP from identical promoters (2) was used to find \(v_c\), the in vivo fluorescence of one CFP molecule. The values of \(v_y\) and \(v_c\) determined in this way were used to calibrate the amount of CI-YFP and of CFP in apparent numbers per cell, and thus to calculate the concentration of repressor in the cells in molar units and the production rates in molecules per minute. Errors in this calibration procedure are expected to originate from measurement errors (which are expected to grow linearly), uneven cellular divisions (in which the septum is off-center), and CI-YFP dimerization/multimerization. A more elaborate inference approach, which will be described elsewhere, results in a \(v_y\) of the same order. Different estimates of \(v_y\) agree to within a factor 2. Actual numbers of CFP and CI-YFP molecules may differ systematically from the apparent numbers, without affecting their ratios.

**Measurement accuracy and errors:** Possible measurement errors in quantification of cellular fluorescence include errors in segmentation of the images and in calibration of the background and auto-fluorescence values. For each of these steps we compared several alternate quantification or calibration methods and assumptions. We found that the segmentation errors can contribute a relative error of a few percent, and calibration errors can contribute a systematic additive error on the order of 10 molecules per cell (of either CFP or YFP). These errors are demonstrated in Fig. 3B (black). The standard error in estimating the mean GRF is smaller than the marker size in Fig. 3A. The Hill function parameters were calculated separately for each alternate combination of methods. The error margins in Table 1 show the variation in these calculated values.

**Calculating production rates:** To measure the average CFP production rate between movie frames, we took the difference in total CFP level between consecutive time points and divided by their separating time interval (8–9 minutes).

**Dependence on microenvironment:** Growth in a microcolony is a complex process, in which cells are in contact with one another, may experience different local environments over time, and have been observed to generate complex patterns (9). We analyzed a movie in which three cells, containing different initial amounts of repressor, were grown simultaneously in the same field of
view (Fig. S5A). The descendants of each initial cell increased CFP expression at different times, corresponding to different densities and to different stages of microcolony development. GRFs obtained from the descendants of each initial cell could be superimposed (Fig. S5B). Thus, the measured GRF appears to be robust to possible differences in growth environments within and between these microcolonies. It will be interesting to see whether other promoters may be specifically regulated by the local micro-environment of the cell.

**Correction for cell-cycle phase:** Normalizing the production rate by the size of the cell did not reduce the spread of points for a given CI-YFP concentration (Fig. 3B), and a similar spread of data points was obtained by plotting the production rate of CFP versus either the total amount per cell or the concentration of CI-YFP. However, the production rate spread was reduced by accounting for the ‘age’ of the cell. For each cell we defined $\phi$, the ‘phase’ in the cell-cycle, to be a number growing linearly in time from 0 at the cell's birth until 1 at the time of the cell’s division. In exponential growth, the average number of copies, $G$, of any gene starts at $M$ for a newly divided cell and grows to $2M$ on average, for a cell about to divide (similar to Fig. 4B). We compared the production rates of ‘young’ cells ($\phi<0.15$) to the production rate of ‘old’ cells ($\phi>0.85$), and found that the spread of points for the ‘old’ cells coincides with the spread of points for the ‘young’ cells shifted by a factor of two in production rate, i.e. for the same concentration of CI-YFP, the ‘old’ cells produce twice as much CFP as the ‘young’ cells. The simple assumption that $G=M(1+\phi)$, consistent with continuous DNA replication where a gene does not replicate at a specific phase in the cell-cycle, substantially reduced the spread in production rates. We used this method to normalize all production rates (shown in Fig. 3) to $\phi=0.5$.

**Measuring repression-cooperativity without fluorescent protein fusions:** The regulator dilution method results in an average reduction in regulatory protein concentration of two-fold at each division event. We re-analyzed the microcolony data ignoring the YFP fluorescence and assuming that the (‘unknown’) repressor were partitioned by half at each cell division event. Analyzed this way, the resulting values of $n$ were within 10% of our previously measured values. Thus, the mean cooperativity ($n$) of any stable transcriptional regulatory protein can be obtained without fusing it to a fluorescent protein.

**Autocorrelation time of production rates:** For each cell at each time point in the $\lambda$-cascade movies we calculated its production rate rank, compared to other cells with similar repressor concentration (or level, see below). For each pair of time points along a certain lineage (i.e. for one cell and all its ancestors), we recorded the rank at the early and the late time points and the time difference. We then calculated the average autocorrelation of the rankings as a function of the time difference $t$ (Fig. 4E). Consistent results were obtained when ranking by bins with constant number of points or with constant repressor ranges, with different data subsets, and when using different quantification parameters, such as binning by repressor concentration or by repressor level. The autocorrelation function $C(t)$, normalized to $C(0)=1$ at $t=0$, can be fit by a sum of two exponentials, $C(t) = A_1 \cdot 2^{-t/\tau_1} + A_2 \cdot 2^{-t/\tau_2}$, with $A_1\sim0.65$, $\tau_1\sim40$ min, $A_2\sim0.35$, and $\tau_2<5$ min. This finding agrees with simulation results for a process with two sources of noise, one rapid and the other slow. Filtering out the rapid component in the production rates led to an autocorrelation function of the form $C(t) = 2^{-t/\tau_1}$, with $\tau_1\sim40$ min, for both data and simulations.
Autocorrelations in the symmetric branch experiments: The difference between the YFP production rate and the CFP production rate was calculated at every time point for each cell, and was assigned a ranking compared to other cells at the same time point. The autocorrelation function was calculated for these rankings (Fig. 4E), yielding $\tau_{\text{intrinsic}}<10$. The same procedure was applied to the difference between total YFP and total CFP protein at each time point, with $\tau_{\text{total}}=45\pm 5$ min. Similar results were obtained using the ratio of production rates (or of total proteins) rather than their differences. We obtained autocorrelation times of $\tau_{\text{intrinsic}}<10$ min for the production rate ratios and $\tau_{\text{total}}=35\pm 5$ min for the total fluorescence ratios. Note that our time resolution is limited by the temporal resolution of measurements in the time-lapse experiments (<10 minutes). Folding and oxidation times of CFP and YFP were found to be < 10 minutes in E. coli.
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Parameters of P_R promoter repression: The dissociation constants and concentrations we obtain (Table 1) are comparable to previous estimates. In vitro binding assays indicate that half-maximal occupancy of the P_R promoter occurs at repressor concentrations on the order of 10nM (10-12), although these values may be sensitive to parameters such as temperature (11). Total cellular λ repressor levels in lysogens have been estimated at about 140 copies of CI per cell (13), with measurements ranging from ~100 copies per cell (5, 14) to ~220 copies per cell (15). In vivo measurements indicate that half-maximal repression of the P_R promoter occurs at repressor levels of roughly half that level (8), $k_{d}^{{PR}}\approx 80$nM. Previous experiments suggest that half-maximal repression of the O_R2* mutant (designated as VN) occurs at repressor concentration ($k_{d}^{VN}$) which are several times higher than $k_{d}^{PR}$ (3, 16). Note that regulation of the complete P_R promoter in a bacteriophage lambda lysogen may differ significantly due to other effects such as looping interactions with operator sites at P_L (8).

Distribution of protein production rates: The protein production rates are distributed about the mean GRF (Fig. 3B). For each data point, with a repressor concentration $R(t)$, we divided the measured protein production rate $A(t)$ by the mean GRF value for that repressor concentration, $f(R(t))$, to obtain their ratio $\rho(t)=A(t)/f(R(t))$. The values of this ratio were distributed log-normally (Kolmogorov-Smirnov significance of 50%) rather than normally (Kolmogorov-Smirnov significance of 0.5%) and have a mean close to 1 with a standard deviation of 0.35; see Fig. S5. Similar results were obtained for the distribution of production rates $A(R_0)$ at a constant repressor concentration $R_0$. Our findings suggest that, in a single cell, whose repressor concentration is $R(t)$, the rate of production of a downstream protein corresponds to the value of the mean GRF, $f(R(t))$, modified by a noise term which is distributed log-normally (Fig. S5). This noise is not ‘white’, but rather has an autocorrelation time of one cell cycle (Fig. 4E). The production rate is further modified by an intrinsic noise process which has a short autocorrelation time.
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Figure S1: Snapshots of a typical regulator dilution experiment using the $O_{R2}^*-\lambda$-cascade strain. Panels show the same microcolony as Fig. 1D, with greater time-resolution. CI-YFP protein is shown in red and CFP is shown in green. Times, in minutes, are indicated on snapshots. Insets show a selected cell lineage (outlined in white).

Figure S2: Lineage tree diagram of the microcolony shown in Fig S1. The microcolony begins with one cell. Each splitting point corresponds to a division event, and the two sister cells branch off from the parent cell. The highlighted lineage is the one outlined in Fig. 1D, Fig. S1, and Fig. 2A.

Figure S3: Variants of the PR promoter. The $\lambda$-phage $P_R$ promoter contains two neighboring binding sites, $O_{R1}$ and $O_{R2}$, which allow cooperative repression (3, 5, 8, 11, 12). The $O_{R2}^*$ variant contains a single point mutation in $O_{R2}$ (see methods).
Figure S4: Analysis of fluorescence microscopy time-lapse images. Phase contrast images (left) are processed with a segmentation algorithm that identifies individual cells (right). Areas where cells grow out of the focal plane (center of microcolony) are discarded. Cell coloring is arbitrary. Cell dimensions and fluorescence are measured.

Figure S5: Distribution of protein production rates. A histogram of the protein production rates of the $O_{R2*}$ strain relative to the mean GRF (see supporting text). The log-normal distribution (solid red line) gives a better agreement with the data than the normal distribution (dashed black line).

Figure S6 (next page): Local micro-environment has little detectable effect on this GRF. (A) Three separate wild-type-λ-cascade cell lineages, with different initial repressor concentration, grow into one microcolony. (B) The GRFs of the three lineages have small differences compared to other sources of variation in the system. The wild-type and $O_{R2*}$ mean GRFs are plotted as a guide to the eye (black lines).
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- Figure A: Images showing the apparent CI-YFP concentration in different conditions.
- Figure B: Graph illustrating the relationship between CFP production rate and apparent CI-YFP concentration.
Online movies:

**Movie S1:** A time-lapse movie of the $O_{R2}^\ast \cdot \lambda$-cascade microcolony shown in Fig. 1D and in Fig. 2A. Here CI-YFP protein, shown in red, can be seen diluting out from an initial cell as it grows into a microcolony. At sufficiently low repressor levels, CFP expression, shown in green, begins. Phase contrast images are shown in the background, in gray. The time between frames in this movie is ~18 minutes. (Note that saturating color values occur during rescaling of data for display and do not indicate saturation of the original images).

**Movie S2:** A time-lapse movie of a wild-type-\( \lambda \)-cascade microcolony. Colors and the time between frames are as in movie S1.

**Movie S3:** A time-lapse movie of a symmetric-branch microcolony, with 9 minutes between frames. Initially, (invisible) repressor levels are high and the cell fluorescence is low. As the colony grows and the repressor is diluted, YFP (shown in red) and CFP (shown in green) both turn on, and their superposition gives a yellow color. Some cells contain relatively higher levels of CFP (green cells) and other cells contain relatively higher levels of YFP (red cells). This property has a slow drift on the order of the cell-cycle time.
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